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QUESTION 1

A company is running Amazon RDS for MySQL for its workloads. There is downtime when AWS operating system
patches are applied during the Amazon RDS-specified maintenance window. 

What is the MOST cost-effective action that should be taken to avoid downtime? 

A. Migrate the workloads from Amazon RDS for MySQL to Amazon DynamoDB 

B. Enable cross-Region read replicas and direct read traffic to then when Amazon RDS is down 

C. Enable a read replicas and direct read traffic to it when Amazon RDS is down 

D. Enable an Amazon RDS for MySQL Multi-AZ configuration 

Correct Answer: D 

https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/rds-required-maintenance/ To minimize downtime, modify
the Amazon RDS DB instance to a Multi-AZ deployment. For Multi-AZ deployments, OS maintenance is applied to the
secondary instance first, then the instance fails over, and then the primary instance is updated. The downtime is during
failover. For more information, see Maintenance for Multi-AZ Deployments. https://aws.amazon.com/rds/faqs/ The
availability benefits of Multi-AZ also extend to planned maintenance. For example, with automated backups, I/O activity
is no longer suspended on your primary during your preferred backup window, since backups are taken from the
standby. In the case of patching or DB instance class scaling, these operations occur first on the standby, prior to
automatic fail over. As a result, your availability impact is limited to the time required for automatic failover to complete. 

 

QUESTION 2

A gaming company has implemented a leaderboard in AWS using a Sorted Set data structure within Amazon
ElastiCache for Redis. The ElastiCache cluster has been deployed with cluster mode disabled and has a replication
group deployed with two additional replicas. The company is planning for a worldwide gaming event and is anticipating a
higher write load than what the current cluster can handle. 

Which method should a Database Specialist use to scale the ElastiCache cluster ahead of the upcoming event? 

A. Enable cluster mode on the existing ElastiCache cluster and configure separate shards for the Sorted Set across all
nodes in the cluster. 

B. Increase the size of the ElastiCache cluster nodes to a larger instance size. 

C. Create an additional ElastiCache cluster and load-balance traffic between the two clusters. 

D. Use the EXPIRE command and set a higher time to live (TTL) after each call to increment a given key. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A business maintains a SQL Server database on-premises. Active Directory authentication is used to provide users
access to the database. The organization transferred their database successfully to Amazon RDS for SQL Server. The
organization, however, has reservations regarding user authentication in the AWS Cloud environment. 
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Which authentication solution should a database professional provide? 

A. Deploy Active Directory Federation Services (AD FS) on premises and configure it with an on-premises Active
Directory. Set up delegation between the on-premises AD FS and AWS Security Token Service (AWS STS) to map user
identities to a role using theAmazonRDSDirectoryServiceAccess managed IAM policy. 

B. Establish a forest trust between the on-premises Active Directory and AWS Directory Service for Microsoft Active
Directory. Use AWS SSO to configure an Active Directory user delegated to access the databases in RDS for SQL
Server. 

C. Use Active Directory Connector to redirect directory requests to the companyTMs on-premises Active Directory
without caching any information in the cloud. Use the RDS master user credentials to connect to the DB instance and
configure SQL Server logins and users from the Active Directory users and groups. 

D. Establish a forest trust between the on-premises Active Directory and AWS Directory Service for Microsoft Active
Directory. Ensure RDS for SQL Server is using mixed mode authentication. Use the RDS master user credentials to
connect to the DB instance and configure SQL Server logins and users from the Active Directory users and groups. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/USER_SQLServerWinAuth.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A gaming company wants to deploy a game in multiple Regions. The company plans to save local high scores in
Amazon DynamoDB tables in each Region. A Database Specialist needs to design a solution to automate the
deployment of the database with identical configurations in additional Regions, as needed. The solution should also
automate configuration changes across all Regions. 

Which solution would meet these requirements and deploy the DynamoDB tables? 

A. Create an AWS CLI command to deploy the DynamoDB table to all the Regions and save it for future deployments. 

B. Create an AWS CloudFormation template and deploy the template to all the Regions. 

C. Create an AWS CloudFormation template and use a stack set to deploy the template to all the Regions. 

D. Create DynamoDB tables using the AWS Management Console in all the Regions and create a step-by-step guide
for future deployments. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/use-cloudformation-stacksets-to-provision-resources-across-multiple-aws-accounts-
and-regions/ https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/stacksets-concepts.html 

 

QUESTION 5

For the first time, a database professional is establishing a test graph database on Amazon Neptune. The database
expert must input millions of rows of test observations from an Amazon S3.csv file. The database professional uploaded
the data to the Neptune DB instance through a series of API calls. 

Which sequence of actions enables the database professional to upload the data most quickly? (Select three.) 
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A. Ensure Amazon Cognito returns the proper AWS STS tokens to authenticate the Neptune DB instance to the S3
bucket hosting the CSV file. 

B. Ensure the vertices and edges are specified in different .csv files with proper header column formatting. 

C. Use AWS DMS to move data from Amazon S3 to the Neptune Loader. 

D. Curl the S3 URI while inside the Neptune DB instance and then run the addVertex or addEdge commands. 

E. Ensure an IAM role for the Neptune DB instance is configured with the appropriate permissions to allow access to the
file in the S3 bucket. 

F. Create an S3 VPC endpoint and issue an HTTP POST to the databaseTMs loader endpoint. 

Correct Answer: BEF 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/neptune/latest/userguide/bulk-load-optimize.html 
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